Abstract: Problem statement: The purpose of Machine Translation (MT) is set accurate translation by implement a system to achieve similar result with human translates as in case the translating English to Arabic. The translation is a creative process which involves interpretation of the text that given by the translator. In addition, the translation depends on the purpose for which it meant according to context, as well as the text context includes different size and types of sentences. In addition, English words order in target language is not the same order as the Arabic source language, so the translation from English to Arabic definitely needs effort to synchronize words between English and Arabic that based on matching rules grammar between both languages. Approach: This study focuses on the existing Context Free Grammar (CFG) format as well as identifying the Part Of Speech (POS) for single words and reordering the CFG for reorder purpose of English structure to Arabic structure and validate the reorder CFG constructed by the algorithm. Reordering algorithm is a system for translating structured English sentence in text to structure Arabic sentence in text that runs compatibly with English/Arabic interface. English dictionary is used to translate single word consist of only word categories (POS) and Bi-lingual dictionary is used to translate single word consist of only word meaning relative to categories in approach format. Results: The domain area include twenty (20) abstracts containing ninety five (95) sentences have been tested in order to verify the authenticity of computer translation algorithm and the result were compared with human translation. The results obtain shows that the reordering rules is 81.855% accuracy on a translation from English Language to Arabic using an abstract from the European Psychiatry Journal. Conclusion: Based on the achieved results, we have managed to perform the syntactic reordering within an English sentence in text (abstract) to Arabic translation task by using Reordering Algorithm.
INTRODUCTION
Machine Translation (MT) considers one of the oldest large-scale applications of computer science. It is also almost as old as the modern digital computer (Brown et al., 1990) . MT attempts to automate part or all of the process of translating from one human language to another such as English and Arabic (Arnold et al., 1994; Zughoul and Abu-Alshaar, 2005) with or without human assistance. Depending on challenging, difficult and much of it is tedious and repetitive of work in this field, whereas requiring accuracy and consistency at the same time, as well as the huge request for translations in different domains. Therefore computer technology has been applied to technical translation to improve one or both of the following factors. First factor is speed that the translation by or with the aid of machines can be faster than manual translation and second factor is cost that the computer aids in translation can reduce the cost per word of a translation (Shaalan, 2000; Shaalan et al., 2010) .
Arabic alphabet consists of 29 characters, where the shape of each character depends on its position within a word (Jannoud, 2007) .The concept of machine translation English to Arabic received limited attention in recent years (Al-Taani and Hailat, 2005) . Recently most of the researches in Arabic MT are mainly concentrated on the translation between English and Arabic that because English is a universal language and that will help in simplifying the Arab communication with other countries. There are some English to Arabic translation systems based mainly on the transfer model such as Alwafi and Al-Mutarjim, but they are at the beginners' stage when compared with the available translation. Al-Mutarjim is the commercial software that available from ATA software which translates English text into Arabic. According to Shaalan et al., (2004) study that mention some work in this area like "Ibrahim (1991) discussed the problem of the EnglishArabic translation of the embedded proverb expressions and idioms in the English sentences, Rafea et al. (1992) developed an English-Arabic MT system, which translates a sentence from the domain of the political news of the Middle East, Maalej (1994) discussed the MT of English nominal compounds into Arabic based on their frequent occurrence in naming and referring in all text-types, Pease and Boushaba (1996) developed a system, which translates medical texts from English to Arabic and Mokhtar (2000) developed an EnglishArabic MT system, which is applied to abstract from the field of Artificial Intelligence" (Shaalan et al., 2004) . There are systems used to translate Web pages from English to Arabic such as the system that uses commercial machine translation system to translate the textual part of a Web page from English to Arabic automatically, then displays a Web page containing the Arabic translation with all tags inserted in the right places and thus the layout and content of original (English) (Rached and Ahmed, 2001) . This study present a system based on reordering words in each sentence in a text called Reordering Algorithm. In MT, global reordering is one of the major problems, since different languages have different word order requirement (Nguyen et al., 2008) . A word is "reordered "when its translation occupy different positions within the corresponding sentence (Zens et al., 2004) . English words order in source language is not the same order as the Arabic target language, so the translation from English to Arabic definitely needs effort to synchronize words between English and Arabic that based on matching between both language rules grammar. The Elming (2008) concludes from experimentation, 91% of the sentences contain reordering in order to synchronize with an average of 2.96 reordering per sentence. As a result for this study, to get accurate translation must consider that the sentence needs more than four times as many reordering per sentence. Current paper focus on a problem of get high quality translation from English into Arabic of full text that can be solved by first identify CFG format of English and match them with CFG format of Arabic then prepare translation rules set based on reordering CFG format and that rules related with both of the synchronization of the structure languages.
English and Arabic language structure: The structure of a sentence refers to how words in the sentence are related to each other. This structure indicates the way that words are grouped together into phrases, what words modify what other words and what words are of central importance in the sentence. In addition, this structure may store other information about the particular sentence structure that may be needed for later processing and can identify the types of relationships that exist between phrases. A context-free grammar is a set of rules or production that expresses the ways of symbols of the language can be ordered and grouped together and a lexicon of words and symbols A CFG can be thought of in two ways: as a device for generating sentences and as a device for assigning a structure to a given sentence (Jurafsky and Martin, 2006) .
When we mention Arabic throughout this study, we mean MSA, which is distinct from classical Arabic (Mahdi, 2005; Salem and Nolan, 2009 ). Arabic language have two main types of sentences are verbal sentences and equational or copula sentences. In verbal sentence, Arabic's relatively free word order allows the combinations of SVO, VSO, VOS and OVS for the elements of subject (S), verb (V) and object (O). Salem (2009) mention about report of Diab and Habash (2006) that refer to "the verb only appears in front of the subject 35% of the time. In another 35% of the cases, the subject appears in front of the verb, which is often due to topicalization. The remaining 30% of the time the subject does not appear since Arabic is a pro-drop language" (Salem, 2009) . So the most common synchronize structures are SVO and VSO (Elming, 2008) . Modern Standard Arabic (MSA) on the other hand has the basic word order VSO (Maamouri et al., 2006) , as well as Badr et al. (2009) refer to the VSO reordering frequent occurs more than SVO.
The declarative sentence is type of sentence in English that use in writing documents, essay and research therefore that kind of sentence is used in our domain. Per contra in English, the sentences have the basic word order SVO. English sentences consist of lexical items that in traditional grammar are called syntactic categories or Part Of Speech (POS). Part-OfSpeech tagging (POS tagging) is the process by which a specific tag is assigned to each word of a sentence to indicate the function of that word in the specific context (Elhadj, 2009) . In Syntactic analysis stage start with detecting the basic grammatical categories of Verb (V), Noun (N), Proper (Prop), Pronoun (Proun), Abbreviation (Abbr), Adjective (Adj), Adverb (Adv), Preposition (Prep), Determiner (Det) Quantity (Quanti) and Conjunction (Conj). POS combine to form large units called phrases; these phrases could be noun (nominal), verbal, adjective, adverb and preposition. We need to identify the grammatical category phrase by its head. A Noun Phrase (NP) identified when a phrase is headed by a noun; when a phrase is headed by a verb that called a Verb Phrase (VP). Those phrases combine to form larger units called clauses and sentence. Sentence have an internal structure that is POS as well as the phrases that contain them are hierarchically organized. There are rules of CFG that regulate and govern the internal structure of phrases and sentence that also called Phrase Structure Rules (PSRs). PSRs rules are to generate the sentence of the English. These PSRs are written using mathematical notation: XP→X. This equation reads, a phrase of type X must have X as its head. The arrow means consists of, therefore if X = N, V, then XP=NP, VP, AP, respectively:
There are major kinds of sentences and phrases in English of our domain that construct the structured English sentences and phrases. The major PSRs of English in our domain are:
English to Arabic reordering rules:
Here, we present the CFG rules used for reordering the English source to match with the CFG of the Arabic target. These rules are based on Arabic syntactic facts. Reordering the English can be done more reliably than other source languages, such as Arabic, Chinese and German since the state of the English parsers are considerably better than parsers of other language (Badr et al., 2009) . The following rules for reordering at the sentence level and the noun phrase level are applied to the English structure:
• NP: Reverse the order of nouns, adjectives and adverbs in the noun phase are inverted. A result of applying these rules, the phrase "very fast recovery" becomes "recovery fast very" • PP: All prepositional phrase of the form N1Prep
N2PrepN2… Prep Nn is transformed to N1Prep N2PrepN2… Prep Nn unlessN1of N2ofN2… of Nn is transformed to N1 N2N2… Nn. For instance, the phrase "geographical distribution of demand for psychiatric services" becomes "distribution geographical demand for services psychiatric". As well as if phrase contains "of" and before the prepositional "of" is noun phrase and these NP contains sequence of nouns and before this NP the definite article "the" then delete also definite article "the" with prepositional "of" like the phrase "The contribution of computerized mapping techniques" becomes "contribution techniques mapping computerized" • The: The definite article "the" is replicated before adjectives and this rule is applied NP in noun phrase after reverse. For example, "The effective clinical treatment" becomes "the treatment the clinical the effective". The definite article "the" is also adding after prepositional and before NP in genitive like the phrase "The new thrust in community care" becomes "The new the thrust in care the community" • VP: This rule transforms SVO sentences to VSO.
All verbs are reordered on the condition that they have their own subject noun phase and are not in participle form since in these cases the Arabic subject occurs before the verb participle. The following Example illustrates all these cases: "the patient need a special treatment" becomes "need the patient treatment special"
MATERIALS AND METHODS
The system contains of two main phases. The first phase is the source language. In this phase divide the English sentences into parts until reach to words level as well as manipulates that English sentences generating suitable grammatical category. The second phrase is the target language phrase. This phrase specifies one Arabic meaning for each word and aligns the target language words according to the target language rules.
The source language phase: This phase consists of six main steps:
• Divided the input text (abstract) into sentences:
The output of this step is filling each record in Sentence_Arabic table with one by one sentence in order based on source text (abstract) order sentence, but those sentences in Arabic structure.
Step 1: Import abstract into the system to process.
Step 1.1: Ask the user to insert input. If the user chose an input from text file or insert text by manually into main form of the system Then The system will move to step 2. Otherwise, ERROR MSG will appear.
Step 2: Divided the input text into sentences that the input text will be broken down into sentences which ended with punctuation dot '.'.
Step 2.1: Divided the paragraph into sentences according to the punctuation dot '.' and that sentences insert into sentences matrix.
Step 2.2: For each sentence in sentences matrix generated from step 2.1 Do a. Sent that sentence to step 4. b. Insert the output of step 4 as record into Sentence_Arabic table.
Step 3: Go to step 9.
Divided the sentence into subsentences: This step is important that for the structure of English. In this step, the sentence parsed into constituent's conjunction and punctuation structure that will be needed to apply PSRs mentioned above. The system works only for structured English sentences only, which satisfied the PSRs. We have used top-down parse tree technique to check the internal structure of the English sentence. The input to this step is the sentence that import from previous step (from sentences matrix). The output of this step is a variable (sub_Arabic) that store all subsentences in sentence in order without any non-English character that means with target (Arabic) order structured. For understanding follow pseudo code for this step:
Step 4: Divid the sentence into subsentences, the sentence will be broken down into subsentences and that subsentences insert into subsentence matrix.
Step 4.1: Divid the sentence into subsentences according to find the punctuation or conjunction or second verb in sentence when this verb not prior by "to" then adds each subsentence into subsentences matrix.
Step 4.2: For each subsentence in subsentences matrix generated from step 4.1 Do a. Sent that subsentence to step 5. b. Insert the output of step 5 as element into sub_Arabic variable.
Divided the subsentence into phrases: In this step, the subsentence parsed into constituent's noun, verb, adjective, adverb, structure that will be needed to apply PSRs mentioned above. The output of this step is correct grammatical category of each phrase in the subsentence and top-down parse tree for each subsentence structure. The input to this step is the subsentence that extracted from previous step (from subsentences matrix). The output of this step is a variable (phrase_Arabic) that store all phrases in subsentence in order without any non-English character that means with target (Arabic) order structured. For understanding follow pseudo code for this step:
Step 5: Extract the phrases based on previous study of English phrases of sentence on PSRs, The subsentence will be broken down into phrases and that phrases insert into phrases matrix.
Step 5.1: Extract the phrases based on previous study of English phrases of sentence on PSRs.
Step 5.1: For each phrases in phrases matrix Do a. If it found in verb phrase (is, are, was, were) Then Remove that word. b. Sent that phrase to step 6. c. Insert the output of step 6 as element into phrase_Arabic variable.
Divided the phrase into subphrases: In this step, the phrase parsed into constituent's noun, adjective, adverb structure that will be needed to apply PSRs mentioned above of noun phrase . We also have some process before align these words in Arabic Language. For source language subphrase and other parts, the structure English sentence must add "the" in three situation. First, after preposition and before subphrase (noun phrase). Second, before sequence nouns which prior by "of". Third, before subphrase (NP) when not prior by (the / a / an). It must remove "of" from phrases. The input to this step is the phrase that import from previous step (from phrases matrix). The output of this step is a variable (subphrase_Arabic) that store all subphrases in order without any non English character that means with target (Arabic) order structured. For understanding follow pseudo code for this step:
Step 6: Extract the subphrases through finding the noun phrase from the phrase, its will extract noun phrase as subphrases and add it to subphrase store.
Step 6.1: Extract subphrases from the phrase if found the noun phrase which contains nouns or adjectives or adverbs and that subphrases inserted into subphrase matrix.
Step 6.2: a. If the subject and /or object in SVO contain preposition and follow by noun phrase Then Add "the" in front the noun and adjective in noun phrase. b. If the subject and /or object in SVO contain "of" and the words in front of "of "are noun or sequence nouns that prior by "the" Then Remove "the" from phrase. c. If the subject and /or object in SVO contain "of" and the phrases in front and back of "of " is noun phrase Then Remove "of" from phrase. d. If the noun phrase in subject or object on SVO not prior by article "a/an " Then Add "the" in front of the nouns and adjectives in that noun phrase. e. Sent that phrase with its subphrases to step 7 and insert the output into subphrase_Arabic variable.
The target language phase: Specify the Arabic meaning for each word: In this step, the phrase is ready to be translated into target language, word by word and in the same order in as the source phrase. We search the data based for the list of words that satisfy the query where the English word is the keyword with extract category (POS) for this word. The output of this step a list of Arabic words that gives the possible meanings for the corresponding English word. The input of this step is the subphrase_Arabic, phrase_Arabic variable and the outputs of this step are Arabic_words_phrase variable:
Step 7: Specify the Arabic meaning for each word
Step Align the target words according to target language rules: Now we have raw material for a structure Arabic sentence, a set of lexical items not in the Arabic language correct order. We have some rules in the Arabic language to align these words. Arabic grammar rules list rules to contract the Arabic phrase. For the source language phrase, the structured English sentence must consists subject, verb and followed by an object, but the target language phrase, the structured Arabic sentence must consists verb, subject and followed by an object. The input to this step is the Arabic_words_phrase variable that generate in the previous step. This step is the reorder Arabic_words_phrase variable in the target language order:
Step 8: Aligning the target words according to the target language rules a. The verb placed in the left most of the sentence. b. If the subject and /or object in SVO contain nouns or adjectives or Adverbs both of them (subphrase) then swapping the order in reverses order. c. If the subject and /or object in SVO contain conjunction or quantity or pronoun or abbreviation Then Add conjunction or quantity or pronoun or abbreviationin the same order. d. If the subject and /or object in noun phrase in SVO contain the article "the ‫"ال/‬ Then Add ‫"ال"‬ in front each noun and adjective in that noun phrase. e. Insert the noun phrases that acts as the subject after the verb. f. Add the noun phrase that contains the object to the right most of phrases.
Presents the full abstract sentences in target language (Arabic): The output of this step is the final sentences which system generates in the target language structure. This output presents in interface after import them from Sentence_Arabic table in order. Finally, delete all records from Sentence_Arabic table that to free more space for next abstract process:
Step 9: Presents the full abstract sentences in target language (Arabic) a. Export records in order from Sentence_Arabic table and generate target text. b. Delete all records from Sentence_Arabic table.
Experimental: In general, the aim of this experiment is show the process of Reordering Algorithm based on methodology. First insert the input text (abstract) to the system then apply step 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 (divided the input text (abstract) into sentences, divided the sentence into subsentences, divided the subsentence into phrases divided the phrase into subphrases, specify the Arabic meaning for each word and align the target words according to the target language rules. The following table summarized this process (Table 1) . See the article (the) in table means this additional into in table based English to Arabic reordering rules that presents in previous section. In step 9, from last column in Table 1 , presents the abstract sentences words in target language structure (Arabic) ( Table 2 ). --------------on ‫ﻋﻠﻰ‬ ‫ﻋﻠﻰ‬ services at regional and district levels.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The domain area is abstracts from European Psychiatry Journal include twenty (20) abstracts containing ninety five (95) sentences have been tested in order to verify the authenticity of computer translation algorithm and the result were compared with human translation. English dictionary is used to translate single word consist of only word categories (POS) and Bi-lingual dictionary is used to translate single word consist of only word meaning relative to categories in approach format. A set of syntax-based reordering rules applied in several steps of the approach. When evaluating the system, a percentage of approximately 81.855% of the sample abstracts was translated onto Arabic and give correct translation.
CONCLUSION
This study has concentrated on the issues in the implements MT system, which translates full text (abstract) in English into Arabic based on Reordering Algorithm. We showed that the Reordering Algorithm is promising and used to automate the translation of abstracts of European Psychiatry Journal and that system get 81.855% of correct translation. This study also presents CFG format that most used in English and the linguistically motivated rules that reorder English to look like Arabic. In future works, solve the ambiguity of the meaning by create specialized lexicons, study the rest of CFG format which used in our domain that because this study focused on the most CFG format that used, but not all. These improvements will raise the correctness of the translations from 81.855-100%.
